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An accurate description of an earthquake is given by the seismic Moment Tensor at the Centroid, theCMT .
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In the case of a powerful earthquake (Mw > 6.2), embarrassingly paral-
lel simulations lead to a solution (centroid location and moment tensor)
determined by the best fit between simulated and observed data. It in-
volves:

1. placing the quake’s centroid at several (usually around 1600) lo-
cations paving a volume surrounding the suspected origin;

2. computing the resulting waves theoretically observed bythe se-
lected seismometers;

3. and then comparing them to the genuine seismic data produced
by the event.

The usual process consists of a few runs needed to find significant fit
variations between the tested locations by refining the selection of the
referent seismic records.

On EGEE completion is obtained a few hours after the occurrence of the earthquake despite the necessary 500 to 2000 CPU hours.
Positions to inspect are dispatched by central server (Master) to running Grid jobs (Workers) during their execution1.

Re–usable intermediate results (synthetic seismograms) are stored on the Grid and can save more than
80% CPU time for runs with refined data set or for aftershocks of this earthquake.
They can also be used in case of a next earthquake in the same area.

However, the EGEE File Catalog alone cannot allow to determine whether synthetic seismograms have already
been computed for a given location.
Neither can it provide the list of the matching seismometersfor which they were produced.

A recently introduced Grid accessible (by use of theGRelC2 software) database service,

• updated on the fly by the Workers

• backing the Master process by displaying an accurate picture of the synthetic seismogram archive

allows systematic re–use of already computed synthetic seismograms.

As a side product, it is also possible to trace the use of the seismometers for the CMT determinations.

• The archive must now be consolidated and replicated, which also implies a distributed 2–tier organisation of the Resource Centers
on which the application runs.

• The archive can be built as earthquakes are occurring, but also by pre–computingsynthetic seismograms for determined areas.

• The growth of the archive is around 15GB per earthquake (estimated 300GB/year). A generated archive consisting of a loose paving
of 4 of the Earth’s main seismic regions would weight less than 5TB.
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1see: Distributed jobs on EGEE Grid infrastructure for an Earth science application: moment tensor computation at the centroid of an earthquake, Clévédé et al., Earth Science
Informatics: Volume 2, Issue1 (2009), Page 97, DOI 10.1007/s12145-009-0029-4, available:
http://www.springerlink.com/openurl.asp?genre=article&id=doi:10.1007/s12145-009-0029-4&sa_campaign=Email/ACE/Paginated

2http://grelc.unile.it, part of theRESPECTinitiative


